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Abstract: Assessing epistemic uncertainties is now considered as a milestone for improving numerical
predictions of a dynamically evolving system. The objective of this project is to demonstrate the
benefits of data assimilation combined with sensor observations of the fire front position to both
quantify and reduce the uncertainties in wildfire behaviour forecasting capability. The challenges found
on the route to modelling wildfire behaviour are two-fold. There is the modelling challenge associated
with providing accurate representations of the multi-scale multi-physics processes governing wildfire
dynamics. There is also the data challenge associated with providing accurate estimates of the
environmental conditions (biomass moisture, near-surface wind) that are provided to the model as
input parameters. We discuss the sequential application of the ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) to
wildfire spread models for correcting in a spatially-distributed way, input parameters and the fire front
position in order to better track the fire front position. We also investigate the ability of a polynomial
chaos surrogate to mimic the wildfire spread model in the EnKF algorithm to evaluate at reduced cost
the error statistics between the estimation targets and the model quantities of interest. We
demonstrate the benefits of combining uncertainty quantification and data assimilation strategies for
improved wildfire spread forecasting on controlled burns, among which the 30-hectare FIREFLUX
experiment. As a perspective, the data-driven prototype simulator named FIREFLY
(http://firefly.cerfacs.fr/) will be extended to fire hazard events stretching over several hundreds of
hectares such as the Maido fires (La Réunion, 2011, acquired via RapidEye within the EU SAFER
project).
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